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Self-Sustained Pulsation in 650nm-Band AlGaInP Visible Laser Diodes

with Highty Doped Saturable Absorbing Layer
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650nm-band self-sustained-pulsing AlGaInP laser diodes were successfully demonstrated by
adopting novel structure, which has highly doped saturable absorbing layer. Short carrier lifetime,
which is indispensable for pulsation, was realized by applying high doping concentration to the

saturable absorbing layer. SOOpm-long devices were fabricated, resulting in the threshold current of
65mA at room temperature. The relative intensity noise (Rn'{) was below -138d8/Hz in the
temperature ranging from 20 to 50oC at 5mW.
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1. INIR,ODUCTTOT{

65hm-band AlGaInP visible laser diodes having very
low intensity noise characteristics with self-sustained
pulsation of light output were developed for applications
such as optical data storagel-3). Self-sustained pulsation is
effective for the reduction of the noise because of the
suppression of mode competition noise in multi-
longitudinal mode oscillation. Although the AlGaInP
visible laser diodes with self-sustained pulsation was

reported before2'3), shble operation in the high temperature

nnge was very difficult in AlGaInP systems. The reason is

that the conventional device uses a saturable absorbing
region in the active layer outside the ridge stripe. In this
case, the control of the sructure parameters such as stripe

width and reftactive index step difference between the inside

of ridge sripe and the outside is very severe for producing
laser diodes with stable pulse ouput3).

We have employed a saturable absorbing layer in the
neighborhood of active layer in order to realize the
pulsation. It is possible to grow the thiclmess of the

epitaxial layers accurately by using metalorganic vapor
phase epitary (MOVPE). As a results, possibility of
reproduction becomes high as compared with the
conventional pulsing lasers. However, the pulsation
phenomena cannot be realized only by adding a saturable

absorbing layer to AlGaInP visible laser diodes. We have

found that highly doped saturable absorbing layer, in which
carier lifetime was reduce4 was effective for realization of
the pulsation. We report on stable, self-sustained pulsing of
AlGaInP visible laser diodes with low intensity noise
characteristics in the temperature ranging from 20 to 50"C.

2. DESIGN
The dynanics of semiconductor lasers with saturable

absorbing layer can be described by the following rate

equations:

# =[qg,(q) * Lg, (n,,p)- &,]s

(2)

(3)

where S is the total photon number, n1 is the electron
density in the active region, and n2 is that in the saturable

absorbing layer. / is the injected current density into the

active region, and e is the electron charge. Optical
confinement factor, volume of the effective region, and

spontaneous emission coefficient are denoted by F, V and

Fsp, tespnctively. The suffix 1 and 2 denoted in the active

region and in the absorbing layer, respectively. The hole
doping concentration in the absorbing layer was denoted by
p. It is to be noted that in our analysis, the gain g and

carrier lifetime r are functions of the electron density and

doping concentnation.

In order tro realize the self-sustainedpulsation, the canier
lifetime in the absorbing layer, 12, must be made short to
ma:cimize fu2ldt in equation (3). The value of r2is design-

controllable due to its dependence on doping concentration.
The dependence was calculated with taking into account a

subband mixing in the valence banda). Figure 1. shows the
relationship between carrier lifetime and optically pumped

canier density in the saturable absorbing layer.

In the case of highly doped (p=2x1018c -3) layer, the
lifetime is shorter than that in the low doped (p- txtOl7r*-
31 layet. Usually, the optically pumped carrier density at
the saturable absorbing layer is about 2-4x1018c.-3. Fot
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lower doping concentrations, we could not obtain a solution
for self-sustained pulsation. It becomes obvious that the
high doping at saturable absorbing layer is indispensable for
pulsation.
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Fig. 1. Relationship between carrier lifetime and
optically pumped carrier density in the saturable
absorbing layer;

3. tr'ABRrcATmrl
Schematic cross section of transverse-mode stabilized

laser diode with a ridge stripe structure is shown in Fig. 2.
The epitaxial growth of the laser structure was carried out
on 10" off (100) n-GaAs subsrrare (n=2xl018cm-3) by low
pressure MOVPE. A double heterostructure consists of the
following lay-ers: an n-GaAs buffer layer (0.3pm,
n= | ; 1 I I 8.or-3), an n-(Alg.zGao. g )0. 5 I In0.49p cladding
layer (1.1pm, n=5x 1017cm-3), un undoped multiple
quantum well (MQW) active layer, a saturable absorbing
layer structure, a first p-(AlO. ZGaO.I)O.S t In0.49p cladding
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Fig.2. Schematic cross section and band
diagram of the hansverse-mode stabilized
AlGaInP visible laser diodes.

layer (p=4xlg17cm-3), a p-Ga0.51Ing.49P etch stop layer,
a second p-(Ah.ZGaO.:)O.S t In0.49P cladding layer (0.91un,

p=J11617.tn-3), a p-Gao.s1In9.49P layer (p=lx1018.*-
3), *d a p-GaAs capping layer (p=5xtO18*t-3). The band
diagram of the MQW active layer and the saturable
absorbing layer structure is also shown in Fig. 2. Al
composition is denoted by x. The MQW active layer
consists of three Ga0.51Ing.49P wells separated by
(AlO. SGaO. S)0. S t InO.49P barriers. The saturable absorbing
layer structure consists of a p-(Alg.7Gag.3)g.51Ing.49P
spacing layer, a p-Ga0.51Ing.49P saftrable absorbing layer
(p=2x I 0 1 8.or- 3), a p-(Alo.+sGao.ss )0. 5 1 In0.49p optical
guiding layer (p=4x1017.--3). The thickness of first p-
cladding layer, which is the distance between the MQW
active layer and the etch stop layer, is defined to be 0.2pm.
The current spreading effect outside the ridge stripe can be
neglected due to the thin first p-cladding layer. A mesa of
theridge sripe was selectively buried by an n-GaAs curent
blocking layer (n=3x1018r--3). Finally, a p-GaAs contact
layer 1p=5v1918"t-3) was overgrown. The refractive index
step difference between the inside of the ridge sEipe and
outside was controlled by the thickness of the first p-
cladding layer. In this structure, the refractive index step
difference was designed to be2.22xl0-2. Tne index step is
enough large so that the optical mode spreading is
negligible outside the ridge stripe. The width of the ridge
sripe was 4.8pm at the bottom. We fabricated the 500-
pm-long devices.

4. CHARACIMISTICS
The typical threshold current of this device was 65mA at

room temperature. The lasing wavelength was 656nm.
Bearn divergence angles parallel and perpendicular to the
junction plane were 10.1" and 28.1", respectively, resulting
in a small aspect ratio of 2.18. The astigmatism was 3pm,
which is very small compared to that of the conventional
devices, which is as large as 10pm. These good
characteristics for optical disk systems czut be obtained by
adopting the saturable absorbing layer.

Time dependence of the output power at the average
output power of 5mW is shown in Fig. 3. The self-
sustained oscillation with a frequency of 0.82GHz was
observed. The self-sustained pulsation was confirmed to be
maintained up to the output power of 10mW. The
temperature dependence of RIN was measured. At the
frequency of 2.0MHz with a resolution band width of
30KHz (A0 and at rhe optical feedback of l.\Vo, RIN was
below -138 dBlHz in the temperature ranging from 20 to
50'C as shown in Fig. 4. Since the low noise
characteristics is attained also at high temperature, this laser
is a promising candidate for practical application to optical
disk systems.
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Fig.3 . Time dependence of the output power
measured by using an optical oscilloscope at an

average power of 5 mW. The continued
oscillation with a frequency of 0.82GHz was

confirmed. (Horizontal: 2ns/div.)

5. CO{CLUSnNS
650nm-band AlGaInP visible laser diodes having very

low intensity noise characteristics with self-sustained

pulsation was successfully demonstrated by adopting highly

doped saturable absorbing layer. 500-pm-long devices were

fabricated, resulting in the typical threshold current of
65mA at room temperature. The lasing wavelength was

656nm. The RIN was below -138 dB/Hz in the temperanre

ranging from 20 to 50oC at the output power of 5mW. The

self-sustained pulsation maintained up to the output power

of 10rrW. These lasers are promising candidates as optical

sources for optical disk systems.
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OPTICAL FEEDBACK: 1.0%
FREQUENGY: 2.oM Hz (Af=3okHz)
OUTPUT POWER: 5.0mW
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Fig.4. Temperature dependence of the relative
intensity noise (RIN) at the ouQut lpwer of 5.0
mW. low noise chuacteristics was realired in
thehigh temperature range as well s low ftmge.
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